little effort. Another fold-down,
soft-grip handle is centered at the
top of the case. A full-length gasket in the lid is designed to keep
dust and moisture at bay. There’s
also a pressure relief valve, allowing you to equalize pressures
inside the case without admitting
moisture.
This is a well thought out gun
case with an innovative suspension system to protect firearms
inside. It’s certainly tougher and
stronger than it looks, with the
additional benefits of light weight
and a highly affordable price
($124.99).

own firearms for many years.”
said Lee Love, UniqueTek’s product design engineer. “Now I want
to make it available to shooters
everywhere.”
As a hunting and firearms writer,
I shoot up a lot of ammunition in
a lot of different guns. Because
of always-pressing deadlines and
simple procrastination, some of

For more information, contact
Contico, Dept. R, 305 Rock Industrial Park Drive, St. Louis MO
63044; telephone toll-free: 1-800831-7077 or visit the company
website at www.contico.com.

UniqueTek
Premium
Weapons Cleaner
UniqueTek recently sent me
a bottle of its new Premium
Weapons Cleaner, which is supposed to be a highly efficient, solvent-based cleaner suitable for
all firearms. The product is nontoxic, and the company claims
it’s safe to use on plastics, composites, o-rings and all metal
surfaces.
Directions for use are simple:
“Clean all metal surfaces with
UniqueTek Premium Weapons
Cleaner using your normal
cleaning methods. The cleaner
deep-cleanses the metal, then
evaporates completely, leaving
nothing behind and preparing the
surface to accept lubricants.”
Because the cleaner contains
no oil or other lubricants, users
are advised to apply a good
gun lubricant immediately after
cleaning. “Lubricants will better
penetrate into the metal pores,
leaving a superior film of lubrication,” the company says.
“I’ve used this cleaner on my
98
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Got Creep?
Heavy
Trigger Pull?
Too Much
Overtravel?
TIMNEY HAS
THE SOLUTION!!
Fully adjustable triggers
for bolt-action rifles.

Free Brochure
www.timneytriggers.com
service@timneymfg.com

TIMNEY MFG, INC.
Dept. R
3940 W. Clarendon Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85019
TEL: 1-602-274-2999
FAX: 1-602-241-0361
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Cleaner on every moving part
and swabbed both bore and
chamber with the stuff. I didn’t
remove the bolt but used the
pop-up dispenser cap to spray it
liberally while it remained in the
receiver. Because this stuff evaporates completely, I didn’t worry
about over-spraying. These guns
may never have been so clean.
Next, I applied a thin, thin film

of lubrication (omitting the Remington’s gas port tube). When I
took the deep-cleaned guns to
the range the next day, each
functioned without a single hitch.
UniqueTek’s Premium Weapons
Cleaner is supposed to contain
no CFCs and be nonacidic, noncorrosive and nontoxic. It comes
in a four-fluid-ounce unbreakable
plastic bottle with a spill proof

A COUPLE OF LIGHTWEIGHTS!
Summit - 15 oz.

these guns don’t always get the
maintenance they deserve as
quickly as they should. As a result, I had a few gunked-up guns
on hand I’d neglected far too
long. I chose a long-uncleaned
1911 pistol that had been moldering at the back of my safe, and a
Remington Model 7400 auto rifle
that had developed feeding problems before I put it away. Both
guns were excellent candidates
for the kind of thorough cleaning UniqueTek was supposed to
provide.
One big advantage of UniqueTek’s Premium Weapons Cleaner
is that it’s nontoxic and can be
safely used indoors where ventilation is lacking. The company
also claims the cleaner contains
no ammonia and is “virtually
odorless.” I’ll buy the ammonia
part, but the product gives off
a slightly astringent (but not
unpleasant) aroma. Calling it
“odorless” is a stretch. Because it
has no oil or other additives, no
residue is supposedly left behind
to attract dust after the cleaner
evaporates.
After field stripping the embarrassingly dirty 1911, I finally gave
it the thorough part-by-part
cleaning it had long deserved.
Turning to the Remington 7400,
I used the Premium Weapons
May-June 2006

Summit XL - 12 oz.

We Manufacture 30 other
Glass Stock Designs
E-Mail: LWAG@cyberport.net

Lone Wolf (406) 892-9653

PH/FX
125 N. Hilltop Rd., Columbia Falls, MT 59912
www.lonewolfriflestocks.com

The NEW

BALD EAGLE
Rimfire
Cartridge
Gage
“The Gage
That Works!”

$8500

This is a gage to measure consistency of rim thickness on .22
rimfire ammunition (a .22 rimfire rifle’s headspace is determined by case rim thickness).
The more consistent the rim
thickness, the more consistent
the ignition of the primer and the
powder charge in the case. In
other words, the firing pin will fall the
same distance every time if the same rim
thickness is used on every case being
fired for a particular group. By sorting the
shells into various groups by rim thickness, a reduction in group size of up to
25% can be realized in some IF NOT
MOST rimfire rifles. This information
about group reduction comes from the
.22 rimfire benchrest participants who
compete in the extremely difficult BR-50
matches. All of the top shooters sort their
shells into groups by checking rims and
weighing the unfired cartridges.

BALD EAGLE
Precision Machine Company
101-D Allison St.
Lock Haven, PA 17745
TEL (570) 748-6772
FAX (570) 748-4443
Bill Gebhardt, Owner
(NRA Benefactor Member - IBS Life Member)
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flip-up dispenser cap. It’s also
available to gunsmiths in onegallon bottles. The company says
this product can also be used in
ultrasonic cleaners. Price for the
four-ounce container is $9.95.

RUGER® M77® MK II
Adjustable Trigger ($108 - all calibers)

Pull - Creep - Backlash - Left or Right Hand

RUGER® #1® and #3®
Adjustable Stainless Steel or
Blue Steel Trigger ($53)
Pull - Creep - Backlash

BROWNING “A”BOLT and “A”II

For more information contact
UniqueTek, Inc., Dept. R, 222
East Stonebridge Drive, Gilbert
AZ 85234, or see the company’s
website at: www.uniquetek.com.

Adjustable Steel Trigger
Tin Coated - gold color ($115)
Pull - Creep - Backlash

RUGER® M77®
Blue Steel Trigger Guard
Tang Safety ($62)

Burris
Introduces
Fullfield II
Camo
Binoculars

Ph/Fax (208) 587-6408

www.moyersgunrepair.com

MOYERS GUN REPAIR • 1452 SUNSET STRIP • Mt. HOME, ID 83647
M77® is a registered trademark of Sturm, Ruger & Co., Inc.

WILLIAMS

FIREARMS

CNC Machined

Winchester
• One-Piece Bottom Metal
• Trigger Guards
• Model 70 Extractors - Drop-In
• Montana Rifle Company Extractors
(Extractors Available in Steel & Stainless)

Williams Firearms Company, Inc.
Toll-Free: 1-888-257-3006 • Fax: 541-447-7818
www.williamsfirearms.com

Are you a custom gunsmith?
Ever tried bone char for case hardening
or barrel bluing?
2 sizes of bone char available.
Now available in 4 lb. pails.
P.O. BOX 3247 - MELVINDALE, MI 48122
(313) 388-0060
ebonex@flash.net
WWW.EBONEX.COM

Everything seems to be camouflaged these days. Following this
trend, Burris now offers its Fullfield II line of hunting binoculars
in Realtree Advantage Timber ®
HDTM camo finish.
Burris says the concept defining
these binoculars is, “See, but
don’t be seen.” One possible downside is that these camouflaged
binoculars may be hard to find if
you set them down for a few minutes afield then forget to pick
them up until you’ve walked a
few paces away. I’ve lost other
gear like this and will never again
own another camouflaged knife!
The new 8x42mm and 10x42mm
models provide full-size performance in one of the more compact
binoculars I’ve seen boasting
42mm objective lenses. Each
model is 4.9 inches long and
weighs just 23 ounces.
All lens surfaces feature broad-
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